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Inform, Inspire, Impact
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear IDCA Member or Friend,
We are pleased to share the following News summary from some of our members for your
information. Please join them and support their efforts to serve less fortunate people in India.
On June 29, we organized India Education Forum. About 20 people participated. We had 4
speakers from Ekal Foundation, North South Foundation, Young Scientist Foundation, and
Tutor Mentor Institute of Chicago.
We welcome Dharma Vana Arboratum of Hyderabad as a new primary Member.
Upcoming IDCA Events:
August 24, 2013: India Healthcare Forum, Indian Prairie Library, Darien, IL, from 1:30 p
Speakers: Dr. Munish Raizada, Mission India Foundation, IL, Dr. Khusroo Patel, Gram
Seva Foundation, IL, Dr. Nitin Chouthai, Pioneer Medical Research Foundation, MI, Dr.
J. G. Patel, Sevalia Hospital Foundation, IL

The 11th International conference on October 12-13 in Chicago
The 4th West Regional Conference on November 16, 2013 in San Jose, CA
The 10th International Conference in India on January 11-12, 2014.
We invite NPO/NGO leaders to make presentations at these conferences. Please write us ASAP
for your interest. Areas of work should include one of the following: Water, Education,
Healthcare, Livelihoods, and Climate Change.
You can learn about the upcoming IDCA events at: http://idc-america.org
You can support our efforts to serve you all by joining as a member. to learn how you can join
us, please click: http://idc-america.org/membership . We welcome your feedback.

India Development and Relief Fund
A 501(c)(3) organization
(5821 Mossrock Dr , North Bethesda, MD 20852 USA , 301-704-0032 www.idrf.org )
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Open Your Heart to Villagers in Uttarakhand
July 12, 2013
More than 3 weeks after heavy rains and landslides hit Uttarakhand, thousands of villagers still lack
proper food, medicine, and shelter. Just yesterday, seven people were killed in Chamoli when their house
collapsed. The official death toll is over 5,300 but rising. Over 6,000 are missing.
All the schools in the flood-affected area are closed, and many families lost their homes, businesses, and
livestock. Traumatized by the carnage and separated from their loved ones, thousands of children are risk
for trafficking. But with your help, India Development and Relief Fund can make a huge difference in their
lives.
Family climbs to safety
IDRF is in the process of designing a sustainable rehabilitation program in cooperation with credible local
NGOs. We need your support at this critical stage. With a consultant on the ground and 25 years of
disaster rehab experience, IDRF will use your hard-earned money effectively and responsibly.
Please donate now.
Online: http://goo.gl/D8f75 Please add a note that says “flood.”
Check: Mail a check payable to “IDRF,” with memo “flood” to
IDRF, 5821 Mossrock Drive, North Bethesda, MD 20852 Please include your email address.
Corporate match: Ask your company’s HR or CSR office if they will match your donation to IDRF (EIN
52-1555563)
All donations are tax-deductible in the US. We value your trust and welcome your questions.
Please spread the word by forwarding this appeal and “Liking” our Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/idrfusa

Water
From: Kiran Kumar <bhandary_1947@yahoo.com>;
Subject: Drinking Water system in a Udupi, Karnataka area school
Dear Dr Jain, Porus, Dr Tata Sirs,
I hope you and our other friends of IDCA are doing fine.
This is our first attempt after relocating to India (was not easy for the first one), pl.
provide a statement on behalf of IDCA to publish in the web site and to read out during
the official inauguration of the system in few weeks. If IDCA or associates would like to
donate such systems to schools, then Radhika, Girish and myself may be contacted.
Presently geared up to serve Karnataka state, could expand later to other areas.
Thanks,
Kiran
Tel 91- 9900921377

I wanted to share with you this effort of providing clean drinking water to a school, would
be sharing this pilot scale community service with NGOs, corporates, businesses and
individuals who could be involved in solving water problems communities are facing. As
you aware, millions of of people die due to lack of clean drinking water every year, and
India leads that in the front.
http://www.elifeaqua.com/customers_desk.php
Pl refer to the photo of a drinking water system installed in primary school in Udupi,
Karnataka state. This is a more than 100 years old school, however, a basic
infrastructure of providing clean drinking water was not available. The school had been
using open well water directly for drinking, and had problem of high amount of
suspended solids especially during the summer when the water level goes deep down
to bottom in the well.
With the help of B&P Aqua Systems, Bangalore, we got raw water tested in a NABL
approved laboratory for many inorganic constituents and micro organisms (bacteria and
virus), and configured a system specifically to treat this water, including for any possible
fluctuations in the water quality. The system has 8 stages of treatment, uses latest

available water treatment technologies such as Ultrafiltration (UF), Reverse Osmosis
(RO), and Ultraviolet (UV). Considering low salinity feed water, a RO has been
incorporated as a provision to take care of future eventuality of high dissolve solids.
Now this system, since first week of June 2013 is providing clean and safe drinking
water to around 700 children.
This type of system needs periodic maintenance, service, and care to ensure a smooth
service, which B&P Aqua System would do. We will find SPONSORS (especially ex
students of respective schools) for the annual maintenance each year, which includes
testing of drinking to Indian Drinking water standards once a year, and routine quality
check for every 3 months.
Now the above could be replicated to many schools with a servicing structure in place. If
any NGO or individuals are interested in providing drinking water systems same could
be conveyed. With the private and government partnership we could strive to ensure
clean drinking water to every one in India, which is a basic right.
Regards,
Kiran Kumar

Education Forum—June 29, 2013

Mr. Arvind Guna Patel,
president, Young Scientist
Foundation .

Dr. Hasmukh Shah, Regional
President, Ekal Foundation,
Chicago

Dr Ratanam Chitturi, Chairman, North South Foundation and Mr. Daniel Bassill,
President of Tutor Mentor Institute, Chicago

All the 4 presentations and short video clips of these talks will be soon available on our
website. Please visit: http://idc-america.org/resources/presentations and http://idcamerica.org/resources/video
You can also visit the websites of the speakers as follows:
www.northsouth.org Dr. Ratnam Chitturi
www.ekal.org

Dr. Hasmukh Shah

http://tutormentorconnection.ning.com/ www.tutormentorconference.org Mr. Daniel Bassill

Other Education links you may like to explore:
www.prathamusa.org Pratham USA
www.shikshantar.in

Shikshantar Andolan-India

www.wakeupcall.org iWatch--Mumbai
www.hohinc.org Home of Hope--California

Healthcare:
Gram Seva Trust, India, Gram Seva Foundation, USA
July 14, 2013
Dear Friends of Gram Seva –
The letterhead may look a little bit different, but all our goals remain the same. Going
forward our communications will strive to show both Gram Seva Trust, India
(est.1994) and Gram Seva Foundation, USA (est. 2003) side by side… just as they
have been working for 10 years now.
Gram Seva Trust, India is where it all began. Founded by Dr. Ashwin Shah and Dr.
Harsha Shah they turned their passion and dreams into the reality that it is
today. Gram Seva Foundation, USA, founded by Dr. Roda K. Patel, brought not just
her passion and focus, but also a way for those in the U.S. to support all the great
work of Gram Seva.
As our first joint communication, attached you will find a letter from Khushroo Patel
after his recent visit to Gram Seva.
Just a few highlights from the letter:
·
Over 3,100 village children under 5 years of age were checked, cared for and
closely followed by the medical officers.
·
The hospital provided free pre-natal care to over 2,200 women.
·
More than 600 Health Education Classes were held for adolescent girls and
boys.
·
A new dialysis program was started and at time of this email has already
completed over 200 successful treatment sessions.
·
100 girls completed the sewing curriculum and are already earning money
putting these new skills to use.
·
A new hospital based program admits pregnant women 8-10 days before
delivery to reduce risk of infant and maternal mortality.
In the first 3 months over 300 women were admitted and cared for free of charge.
Khushroo Patel Letter (click to read the letter)
Wishing you all the best,
Gram Seva Trust & Gram Seva Foundation

Gram Seva Trust, India
Founded by Dr. Ashwin Shah & Dr. Harsha Shah

Gram Seva Foundation, USA
Founded by Dr. Roda K. Patel

friend on Facebook | forward to a friend
email us see below
www.gramseva.org
Give Now
Gram Seva Trust, India
Kharel, N.H.No. 8
Gandevi, Dist. Navsari 396 430
02634-246248
gstkharel@yahoo.com

Copyright © 2013 Gram Seva Foundation, All rights reserved.
Your are receiving this email as a friend of Gram Seva Foundation.
Our mailing address is:
Gram Seva Foundation 2030 Post Road,

Gram Seva Foundation, USA
2030 Post Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
(847)564-2030
info@gramseva.org

Climate Change:
From: Dr. Ramesh Jalan: UNDP, New Delhi,

“World Bank Outlines Benefits of Climate Action”.

The article
is available at: http://climate-l.iisd.org/news/world-bank-outlines-benefits-of-climate-action/ .

ü Noting that the world is heading towards an increase in average temperature of 4° Celsius by
the end of the century, a World Bank report titled 'Growing Green: The Economic Benefits of
Climate Action' highlights three strategic areas of investment – energy efficiency, cleaner
energy and improved natural resource management – to promote green growth and
climate change resilience, particularly in the Europe and Central Asia (ECA) region.
ü The report indicates that air pollution from power generation alone causes almost $20 billion
in health damages in ECA each year.
ü In addition, it states that significant agricultural losses, around 25-50% of the region's grain
crops in 2012, occurs due to severe droughts and floods.
ü According to Uwe Deichmann, Senior Environmental Specialist at the World Bank and coauthor of the report, brown growth relates to "economic development that relies heavily on fossil
fuels and does not consider the negative side effects that economic production and
consumption have on the environment,” while green growth “implies moving to a far cleaner
energy system that uses energy more efficiently and to much better natural resource
management especially on agricultural lands and in forests.”
ü Key messages of the report include that: the decade of the 2010s offers an opportunity for the
ECA to move from brown to green growth—making production and consumption more
sustainable, increasing quality of life, and reducing impacts on the climate; the costs of lowering
climate change in ECA will involve many different actions, which will have different costs; and a
simple framework helps guide climate action and complementary growth, social and
environmental policies should be stimulated to promote broader benefits of climate action.

ü The report recalls that the global market for renewable energy totalled $250 billion in 2011.
Thanks and Best Regards,
Ramesh Kumar Jalan, Ph.D.
Resource Person & Moderator
Climate Change Community, Solution Exchange,
United Nations Development Programme
55, Lodhi Estate, New Delhi-110003, India
Tel: +91-11-46532383 Fax: +91-11-24627612
www.solutionexchange-un.net.in

“Resource Efficiency – Key for Sustainable Development”.
Further details are available at: http://www.teriin.org/files/brochure.pdf .The complete
TERI News is available at:http://newsletters.teriin.org/htmlview.aspx?value=02B8786F5178-4819-84C6-61EF7ED8EEA5&sid=AF046250-35C6-4178-8696-9BD31EA62CB6
Dear Members,
Natural resources are essential for our quality of life and health. We depend on resources like
biogenic or mineral raw materials, energy resources like fuels, sun and water as well as
biodiversity and ecosystem services, land area and clean air for our survival, and they all
constitute vital inputs that keep our economy functioning.
Consequently, the importance of devoting attention to resource use, with rising wants and
needs but finite resources, is ever becoming more important. It is obvious that the availability of
natural resources is limited on a finite planet. But resource demands are ever increasing.
Industrialized countries already have a high level of resource use while developing countries
need resources to arrive at an appropriate living standard for their population. Coordinated and
collaborative efforts are required to ensure both availability and conservation of natural
resources. Industrialized countries have to demonstrate how they can maintain their living
standard with a considerable lower use of resources and developing countries need to reflect
on how they can enhance their necessary growth with the most efficient use of scarce natural
resources.
India's material demand To eradicate poverty and meet India’s human development needs, the
Planning Commission of India estimates that India needs to grow at a rate of 8% annually until
2031/32 compared to the base year 2003/04. Concomitant with this growth is the need for
increased energy, minerals and metals, water and food. Per-capita consumption of materials in
India is still low compared to the rest of the world: with 3.8 tonnes per capita, India ranks at the
161st position in the world out of 191 countries (Dittrich et al., 2012). However, considering the
future economic growth rate and the growing population, it is obvious that in absolute terms the
material consumption will rise significantly.
During the past twenty years, India doubled the amount of materials used for food, housing,
infrastructure and energy supply as well as for consumption. Based on a Material Flow
Analysis , in 2008, India consumed around 1.9 billion tonnes of biomass (including all
food, feed, animal and forestry products as well as products made of biomass such as
paper), more than 2.5 billion tonnes of non-renewable materials, of which more than 1.8
billion tonnes are minerals (including metals, industrial and construction minerals and
products made out of minerals and metals such as machines or glass) and around 700
million tonnes are fossil fuels.
Where will the materials come from?
In the light of increase material consumption, a key question of where to source the materials
arises. Materials come either from domestic resources or can be imported as raw materials or
finished goods. Both sources have advantages as well as limitations as described below.

Domestic extraction of materials
India is rich in primary raw materials. Currently, around 97 % of all materials, including all biotic
and non-renewable materials, consumed in India are extracted within India. However, meeting a
tripling demand of domestic raw materials would mean that extraction has to increase from
currently around 4.5 billion tonnes up to more than 13 billion tonnes in the year 2030. To
achieve this will require a concentrated effort, financial outlays and social acceptability. For
example, some constraints to increased domestic mineral availability are the following:
·
Insufficient exploration activity and lack of information: According to the Ministry of
Mines, India's mining sector has one of the lowest exploration spends worldwide. The reserves
for iron ore and bauxite in Australia grew 150 to 200% between 1985 and 2005. In contrast, in
India they increased by only 15-20% as result of low exploration activity. Large investments in
exploration and generation of good quality geological data are required.
·
Technological constraints: The lack of cost-effective technology for viable extraction
hampers the effort to increase the domestic supply. For instance, suitable underground mining
technology could increase the chromium ore supply by 33%. Molybdenum could be obtained as
a by-product of copper in the presence of suitable technology for by-product production.
·
Overlap with social/ecological sensitive regions: As some mineral reserves are
located within environmentally sensitive region, access to these materials is difficult. Material
extraction is linked to environmental, social and health impacts.
·
Policy/ regulatory deficits: There are problems in terms of unclear jurisdictions; non
action or delays in clearances; inefficient administration, a set of issues that is currently
receiving policy attention through the MMDR.

“Across the Pond: Renewable Energy Co-ops in the UK”.

The community of the village called Hermon in West
Wales, UK formed Cwm Arian Renewable Energy to co-operatively pursue the development of
their local renewable energy resources.
ü The renewable energy co-operative sector is growing vibrantly in the UK according to a
report commissioned by The Co-operative Group. The first wind turbines owned by a community
co-op went up in 1997 in Cumbria, but in the last five years thirty co-ops have been registered
and nineteen of them are actively offering investment to their communities. The momentum
appears to be building, with a pipeline of twenty four more co-ops in the planning and launch
phases of development.
ü These community renewable energy co-ops wholly own 19.6 MW of generating capacity in
the UK and partly own an additional 1.22 GW through investment in commercial development,

which the authors of the report Rebecca Willis and Jenny Willis adroitly point out is a drop in the
bucket in terms of the overall energy needs of the UK. What they represent, however, is a
revolution in the way that we generate our energy.
The article is available at:
http://sustainablecitiescollective.com/lmtozer/162671/across-pond-renewable-energy-coopsuk?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Sustainable+Cities+Coll
ective+%28all+posts%29

“Air pollution kills over two million people each year ”. The article

is

available at: http://news.in.msn.com/international/air-pollution-kills-over-two-million-people-eachyear-1#page=2. The study says many of these deaths are estimated to occur in East Asia and
South Asia, where population is high and air pollution is severe.

“Urban Planning and Rural Urban Planning”.
 When most think of ‘urban planning,’ small, (i.e. less than 5,000,) rural communities are not at the
forefront of the conversation.
 Most might envision the original, square street grid, large transportation systems, or master-planned
communities. But (urban) planning is not always large cities; the small communities count too!
 Whether the planning is large or small, short or long term, all cities use planning to make their
communities sustainable socially, economically, and ecologically.
 The rural-urban transect, includes the rural community as a stop from the natural environment to the
built, urban core of cities.
 Large cities have more planning sectors to focus their energy, while small towns might have one or
two downtown corridors.
 Small towns might have less of a focus on incorporating both affordable and market rate housing,
while a larger city will have stricter housing typology policies.
 The Congress for the New Urbanism promotes looking at planning communities at the neighborhood
scale; which in most instances can be applied wholly to an entire small town
 These rural communities were settled behind an (usually) economic reason: there was economic
opportunity in a given area too far from a large city for a daily commute.
 The small communities have to plan for population fluxes, water droughts, physical circulation
questions, etc.

The complete article is available at: http://sustainablecitiescollective.com/global-siteplans-grid/163451/urban-planning-all-shapes-and-sizes-rural-urban-planning-planningtoo?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Sustainable+Cities+
Collective+%28all+posts%29 .

Team Building Lessons from a Mount Everest Climb
John A. Byrne
Chairman & Editor-in-Chief at C-Change Media Inc.

Teams that embark on the dangerous
experience of climbing the tallest mountain in the world can spend up to six weeks in
advance developing camaraderie and trust with the members of their climbing group. Scott
DeRue, the University of Michigan Ross School professor who reached the summit in
March of 2013, argues that team development is not only crucial to conquering Everest, but
also essential for business executives who want to lead high-performing teams (see A BSchool Professor Climbs Mount Everest).
His three major team-building lessons learned while summiting Everest:
Know your team's goals and stress points. Everest is high-stakes not only because of the
inherent dangers, but also because nobody wants to fail after investing years of training
(and in some cases, their life savings) in this journey. Not too dissimilar from high-potentials
who fixate on the "corner office," many climbers are completely gripped by the idea of
"Everest" and have an irrational dream about what it means to summit the mountain. Other
people play down the difficulty — the dangers and the accomplishment — acting as if it
were not a big deal. You must assess and monitor where people fall on this spectrum. Do
this by encouraging transparency, starting with yourself. Communicate your goals for the
team and your personal motives. Make it clear how achieving the team goal can enable
individuals to achieve their personal goals, and then be honest about what individual goals
will not be met (including your own).
Cultivate psychological safety. In high-stakes environments, fear is your biggest enemy to
success. There will always be unexpected events and setbacks, and fear keeps hidden the
information your team needs to be resilient. You need team members to be honest and








speak up even if their point of view is unpopular. On Everest, there are many self-protective
reasons for withholding information. Reporting a health concern might result in being seen
as weak. Inquiring about a specific climbing technique could appear as lacking adequate
skills. Expressing uncertainty about the team leader's plan could be seen as defiant,
inappropriate, or not being a "team player." So, how do you ensure team members speak
up, share concerns, and question assumptions? Keep these strategies in mind:
Minimize status differences. David, for example, minimizes discussions about differences in
experience levels among team members. Scott worked with an executive who would intentionally not
attend brainstorming meetings with his direct reports, so they wouldn't feel intimidated by his rank
and hold back ideas.
Tell stories, even ones that make you vulnerable. Sharing personal experiences where you made
mistakes is not a sign of weakness. Rather, it makes clear that nobody is perfect and creates a norm
of sharing in the team.
Engage one-on-one. Trust is essential. Find at least one or two commonalities with each team
member, and demonstrate a commitment to personal engagement and consideration.
Be inclusive and forgiving. Invite and appreciate others' contributions to group decision-making.
When mistakes occur, demonstrate a commitment to forgiveness. Focus on learning, not
reprimanding. Mistakes will occur, just make sure not to make the same one twice.
Be decisive but patient. In situations with limited time and information, leaders need to be
decisive and clear but should not feel compelled to immediately make a call. Imagine being
at 28,000 feet with unpredictable weather, limited communication, and incomplete
information. The team is anxious. A bias for action is necessary to accomplish the team
goal, protect the group, and maintain the team's confidence in your authority. Yet, at the
same time, the leader cannot afford to become wrapped up in a very emotional, highanxiety situation. You can prepare by consistently reinforcing "what if" scenarios in advance
— which enable you and your team to more effectively deal with the uncertainty. But
remember, under extreme stress, not everyone will recall and be able to act on those
scenarios.
To learn more about Scott DeRue's journey to the top of Mount Everest,
seePoetsandQuants.com:
A B-School Professor Climbs Everest & Brings Back Key Lessons For His MBA Students

Sent by Dr. Manu Vora, president, Blind Foundation for India, via Linkedin.

More Member News:
IRRAD's comment on a World Bank blog post that outlines the many challenges for Community
Radio in India's Rural Development. Read More..
https://blogs.worldbank.org/publicsphere/comment/1228#comment-1228
'Challenges for Community Radio in India's Rural Development'
https://blogs.worldbank.org/publicsphere/challenges-community-radio-indias-rural-development

Social media catering to the masses | mydigitalfc.com
India’s 150 million digitally privileged people have access to a variety of social media tools such
CJ Show: Community radio and Uttarakhand relief
Stories from the hinterland: Community journalists go hyperlocal - Indian Express
www.indianexpress.com

Stories of neglect, deprivation and discrimination, which often fail to get into mainstream media,
a...

----------------------------------------------------------------------Pratham Co-Founder and CEO Visits Chicago
The Chicago chapter held an evening reception on April 25th to recognize Dr. Madhav Chavan, coFounder and CEO of Pratham.A 2012 recipient of the WISE prize, a prestigious award considered the
"Nobel Prize" in Education, Dr. Chavan articulated the vast array of Pratham's initiatives which focused on
overcoming key gaps in India's educational system. In this context, Dr. Chavan mentioned that the Indian
government had collaborated with Pratham and incorporated several of Pratham's pioneering initiatives
within India's educational framework.
The first initiative Dr. Chavan described was The Annual Status of Education Report (ASER). Utilizing
data obtained from a survey of 700K kids in 16K villages, ASER has exposed the inadequacy of basic
reading and math skills at the fifth grade level of rural children. These statistics have shaped Pratham's
projects and goals. Pratham now supplies trained teachers for schools as well as didactic materials such
as laptops. Dr. Chavan then presented Pratham's "Second Chance" project which provides incentives for
Indian girls to attend school despite societal pressures. This project endeavors to augment the social
mobility of girls and manifests itself in newfound self-confidence and financial independence. Dr.
Chavan's 45-minute talk concluded with a dynamic question and answer session with potential NRI wellwishers and donors.

************************************************

Support Upcoming Events:
We have several events planned by our Board members from June to November and need your
support. Bring your family and friends to these events:

5K Walk/Sevathon in Grove 3, Harms Wood Forest Preserve,
Skokie. Register here for the Sevathon.
August 11:

November 16: Annual Gala at Best Western Plus Banquet Hall, Schaumburg. Details will be available by
early September.
The Read-a-thon is well underway and Rina Akolawala is coordinating the effort for the second
year. Please contact Reena atrakolawala@prathamusa.org if you know children interested in
participating.

Introducing a New Book:

"To India, with Tough Love" By Jaya Kamlani
*********************************************************************************
Visit jayakamlani.com for videos, photos, and important social issues news feeds
Watch "book trailer" now on YouTube
Buy at: To India, with Tough Love @ amazon.com
After reading the book, the readers can post their reviews on the Amazon
website: http://amzn.to/13a6M5W
Please continue to visit IDCA Facebook Pages for additional stories. We are
constantly updating with new information.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/idca2020/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/IDCA.Water/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/IDCA.Education/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/IDCA.Livelihoods/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/IDCA.Healthcare/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/IDCA.ClimateChange/
This bulletin was compiled and edited by: Mohan Jain

